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Simon Fraser U’s Jeremy Venditti on why this year’s flood conditions in British Columbia aren’t
unusual: The widespread flooding in British Columbia that has threatened communities from the
Interior to the Vancouver region is the result of a worst-case scenario of a snowy winter followed by a
hot, wet spring, experts say. And while very little can be done to prevent such flooding, they say this
year’s floods underscore the need to better prepare for such natural disasters. While emergency
officials have described this year’s flood conditions as the worst in decades, Jeremy Venditti, the
director of environmental science at Simon Fraser University, said what’s happening actually isn’t that
unusual. “This happens every year,” Dr. Venditti said, referring to the spring runoff. “The flooding this
year is typical.” What isn’t typical is the rate at which the snow is melting. Dr. Venditti said spring
temperatures usually fluctuate, with hot periods broken up by chilly weather. This steady increase in
temperatures usual leads to a gradual − and manageable − trickling of snow melt into river systems. He
said the difference this year is that B.C. has seen a prolonged period of hot weather. Although high
temperatures are to blame, Dr. Venditti urges people to exercise caution when making parallels
between the current floods and climate change. “There’s been a lot of people drawing a link between
climate change and what’s happening this year,” he said. “[Scientists] are looking at that and saying,
‘that’s not right, that’s not correct. This could be related to climate change, but it’s going to take a while
before we actually know.’” Globe and Mail
Simon Fraser U’s mapit.space team win first place in the 2018 Esri Canada App Challenge
competition: Alysha van Duynhoven (Computing Science), Anthony Lee (Geography) and Chris Yee
(Geography) won the first place in the Esri Canada GIS Centers of Excellence (ECCE) in GIS 2018
App Challenge. During the week-long competition, teams combined geographic information systems
(GIS) skills with computer programming, software tools, geospatial analysis and data handling to
develop innovative spatial solutions to selected societal problems. The three students are enrolled in
the Spatial Information Systems (SIS) Certificate program in the Department of Geography. The
mapit.space team designed and developed GoElectric as an interactive geospatial online GeoApp that
compares savings in terms of fuel costs and carbon emissions for typical travel routes of a select set of
electric and conventional vehicles for the City of Vancouver as the study area of focus and with publicly
available data. The mapit.space team was coordinated by SFU's Esri Canada Centre of Excellence
(ECCE) in GIS within the Faculty of Environment and Geography Department, and managed by
Suzana Dragicevic and Shiv Balram. As winners of the competition, the mapit.space team members will
each receive a fully-paid trip to the July 2018 Esri International User Conference in San Diego, USA.
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U British Columbia’s David Ley comments on how trading tax info with China will allow Canada to
monitor tax evasion among foreign-property owners. Globe and Mail.
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Other “Geographical” News
Scientists should be solving problems, not struggling to access journals: At any given moment,
10 million academic researchers around the world are working to push the boundaries of human
knowledge. You would think they have access to the best available tools to help them in their quest for
knowledge. In reality the opposite is often true: the research tools at our disposal are so substandard
that we are forced to use unofficial and often illegal alternatives. Most research journeys begin with a
literature review, consulting hundreds of journal articles, analysing the data within, and formulating a
hypothesis to test in the lab. The Guardian
Climate change broadens threat of emerald ash borer: More Canadian cities will experience
damage from the emerald ash borer than previously thought. So far, the wood-boring beetle has wiped
out tens of millions of ash trees and will likely cost municipalities $2 billion. Still, everyone expected the
species' rapid migration would be stopped by Canada's extremely cold temperatures. As a result of
climate change and fewer days of extreme cold, the beetle may eat its way further north than originally
estimated. ScienceDaily
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Why few things upset Calgarians more than change in their neighbourhood: Calgarians have a lot
of complicated feelings bound up with our notions of dwellings. Some of these extend from our selfmythologizing about the Alberta way; others contradict it entirely. Who lives where and how is a fraught
concept, at once simple and complex, fundamental and frivolous, nobody else's business yet
irretrievably tangled in our social framework. It touches on divisive issues, some of which we'd rather
not talk about. It informs our sense of ourselves — and of others. Housing and its adjacent questions
are often among the third rails of our public discourse. From secondary suites and alternative housing
to infills and fear of change, we have no shortage of tension in our city around the questions of housing.
CBCNews | Calgary
Most institutions say they value teaching. But how they assess it tells a different story:
Research is reviewed in a rigorous manner, by expert peers. Yet teaching is often reviewed only or
mostly by pedagogical non-experts: students. There’s also mounting evidence of bias in student
evaluations of teaching, or SETs -- against female and minority instructors in particular. And teacher
ratings aren’t necessarily correlated with learning outcomes. All that was enough for the University of
Southern California to do away with SETs in tenure and promotion decisions this spring. Students will
still evaluate their professors, with some adjustments -- including a new focus on students’ own
engagement in a course. But those ratings will not be used in high-stakes personnel decisions. Inside
Higher ED
People who live in small towns and rural areas are happier than everyone else: Heaven is wide
open spaces — at least, it is for most people, according to a massive new data set of happiness in
Canada. A team of happiness researchers at the Vancouver School of Economics and McGill
University recently published a working paper on the geography of well-being in Canada. They
compiled 400,000 responses to a pair of national Canadian surveys, allowing them to parse out
distinctions in well-being at the level of more than 1,200 communities representing the country's entire
geography. McGill Channels
B.C. drone schools expect surge in enrolment with proposed law changes: Drone schools in B.C.
are expecting to see an increase in enrolment as the federal government prepares to unveil new laws
governing drone flights later this year. Drones are a hot market in the province, where everyone from
realtors to wedding video companies are looking for people to capture picturesque, sweeping aerial
shots. According to Transport Canada, the proposed rules will divide drone users into categories based
on the size of the aircraft, and where they plan to fly their drones. The rules will also require
commercial users to take knowledge tests with the agency in order to receive permits, which would
allow them do things like fly over crowds of people and near buildings—both of which are currently
illegal in Canada without site-specific permission. CBCNews | British Columbia
Surtax on $3-million homes doesn’t go far enough, argues UBC prof: As the debate over a tax
increase for homes worth over $3 million continues to rage in Vancouver’s Westside neighbourhoods, a
lobby group for young people is arguing Canada should go further in taxing property wealth while
reducing income taxes. Paul Kershaw, a UBC professor and founder of Generation Squeeze, has
launched a campaign calling for a “tax shift” from incomes to property wealth. He argues the $3-million
threshold is actually too high; instead, he says, a one per cent surtax should be charged on all homes
valued above $1 million, meaning the owner of a $1.25 million home would pay an extra $2,500 a year.
That new tax could raise $3 billion a year, money that could be used to cut income or sales taxes or
spent on more social services, Kershaw argues. He calculates that the tax would apply to 20 per cent of
B.C. homeowners. The Star Vancouver
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Some Not So “Geographical” News

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315
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